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- Derivation of Navier-Stokes Equation

The total stress tensor for a viscous fluid is

$$T_{ij} = \rho v_i v_j + p \delta_{ij} - \eta \left( \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial v_j}{\partial x_i} - \frac{2}{3} \delta_{ij} \nabla \cdot v \right) - \zeta \delta_{ij} (\nabla \cdot v)$$

$\eta$ and $\zeta$ are the viscosity and the bulk viscosity, respectively. Newton's second law for a given $T_{ij}$ is given by

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho v_k = -\sum_{i=1}^{3} \frac{\partial T_{ki}}{\partial x_i} + \rho f_k$$

so the dynamical equation is

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho v_i + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \rho v_i v_j = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \rho v_i - \rho f_i + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( \frac{3}{2} \eta \right) \sum_{j=1}^{3} \frac{\partial^2 v_i}{\partial x_j^2} + \left( \zeta + \frac{2}{3} \eta \right) \sum_{j=1}^{3} \frac{\partial^2 v_j}{\partial x_i \partial x_j} \right)$$

Because of continuity, we can say

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \sum_{j=1}^{3} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \rho v_j = 0$$

so that we can pull the $\rho$ out of the right hand side of the dynamical equation. Then, converting from component form to vector form, the equation becomes

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\nabla \cdot v) + (\nabla \cdot \nabla) \nabla = \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla p + \nabla v + \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \zeta + \frac{2}{3} \eta \right) \nabla (\nabla \cdot v)$$

where $v = \frac{\eta}{\rho}$. In the case of incompressible flow, $\nabla \cdot v$ vanishes, and we obtain the Navier-Stokes equation:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\nabla \cdot v) + (\nabla \cdot \nabla) \nabla = \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla p + \nabla v$$

The Navier-Stokes equation is then a way to obtain the equation of motion by balancing momentum, or the velocity field $v$, with pressure and other viscous forces.

When dealing with Navier-Stokes equations, it is convenient to define a quantity called the Reynolds number:

$$Re = \frac{\rho v_0^2}{\rho v v_0 / l} = \frac{\rho v_0}{\eta}$$

Different systems with the same geometry and same $Re$ exhibit similar viscous flow.
Summary of previous work

Feng and Beard\(^2\) combined the Navier-Stokes equation with computational modelling to theoretically determine the shape of a raindrop. Their work builds off of previous experimental\(^3\) and analytical\(^4\) attempts at verifying a mathematical description of the shape of a falling raindrop.

Experimental efforts focused mainly on high-speed photography\(^3\), which revealed that water drops of diameter > 2 mm would tend to take a hamburger shape (spherical on top, flat on bottom) while falling at terminal velocity and drops < 1 mm would take on a spherical shape. However, results were inconsistent until, in early 1970, Pruppacher and Beard\(^5\) and Pruppacher and Pitter\(^6\) developed a vertical wind tunnel that allowed them to freely suspend drops in the upward airstream and take high quality photographs.

Raindrop shape is essentially transient in nature, with the form oscillating around an equilibrium shape\(^3\). This equilibrium shape can be determined by considering the traction boundary condition which includes interfacial stresses from fluid flows internal and external to the drop, and also hydrostatic pressure due to gravity\(^3\). Thus, the equilibrium shape can be determined through numerical modelling of the Navier-Stokes equation to obtain the transient form of the drop and then to time-smooth the solutions by taking a large number of solutions at different time steps and averaging them together.

Mathematical models range from the Navier-Stokes method to solving the linear Young-Laplace equation describing the local balance between surface curvatures with surface tension and pressure difference distribution across the interface:

\[
\sigma \left( \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} \right) = \Delta p
\]

with \(\Delta p\) being the pressure difference\(^4\). This model also requires numerical solutions, though is more analytically driven to begin with. This model was approximate as it didn't include viscous forces. Nevertheless, it was surprisingly accurate for smaller drop sizes.

Since these models focus on the external aerodynamic pressure and internal hydrostatic pressure, it is suggested that viscous stresses and internal circulation stresses are negligible when compared to the dynamic pressure.

• Governing Equations

The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation can be simplified by assuming a symmetric shape about the z-axis. Taking a drop of volume \(4/3 \pi R^3\), constant density \(\rho\), viscosity \(\mu\), and surface tension \(\gamma\), falling with constant gravity \(g\), the Navier-Stokes equation becomes

\[
\frac{\rho}{2} \nabla \cdot \nabla v = \nabla \cdot T \quad \text{with} \quad T = -p + \mu \left[ \nabla v + (\nabla v)^T \right]
\]

inside the drop and

\[
\frac{\rho}{2} \nabla \cdot \nabla v = \nabla \cdot T_g \quad \text{with} \quad T_g = -p + \nabla v + (\nabla v)^T
\]
outside the drop, where the subscript \( g \) is representing gas, or the air through which the drop is falling. \( \text{Re} \) denotes the Reynolds number, given in this situation as \( \frac{2 \rho_s U R}{\mu_s} \) with \( U \) the terminal velocity of the drop.

The traction boundary condition (which is related closely to the Young-Laplace equation) for the free surface \( S_f \) is (using cylindrical coordinates and the assumes symmetry about the \( z \)-axis)

\[
\mathbf{n} \cdot (\mathbf{T}_g - \mathbf{T}) = \frac{1}{\text{Ca}} \left( \frac{\text{d}t}{\text{d}s} + \frac{n}{r} \frac{\text{d}z}{\text{d}s} \right) - p_a \mathbf{n} + \text{St} \frac{z}{S} \mathbf{n} \quad \text{on} \ S_f
\]

\[
\text{Ca} = \frac{\mu_g U}{Y} \quad \text{(capillary number)}
\]

The unit vector \( \mathbf{n} \) points from the gas to the liquid. \( \mathbf{t} \) is the tangent vector and points in the direction of increasing \( s \). Thus, \( \mathbf{n} \times \mathbf{t} = \mathbf{e}_g \).

\( p_a \), the constant excess pressure inside the drop, is an unknown but can be determined by adding a constraint that the volume contained by \( S_f \) is constant:

\[
\int_{S_f} r^2 \frac{\text{d}z}{\text{d}s} \text{d}s = \frac{4}{3}.
\]

\( \text{St} \), the Stokes number, \( (\rho - 1) \frac{\rho_s g R^2}{\mu_s U} \), can also be determined by constraining the center-of-mass to remain at the origin:

\[
\int_{S_f} z \ r^2 \frac{\text{d}z}{\text{d}s} \text{d}s = 0.
\]

The Stokes number represents the ratio of buoyancy force and viscous force. Note that the hydrostatic pressure effect due to buoyancy force only appears in the traction boundary condition through \( \text{St} \).

Other constraints to be made include \( n \cdot v = 0 \) on \( S_f \) and \( r = 0 \) for the velocity field due to the kinematic condition on \( S_f \) and the symmetry condition at \( r = 0 \). The stress free symmetric condition at the axis of symmetry can be represented \( e_z \cdot T \cdot e_r = 0 \) at \( r = 0 \). The work done in \( \int r^2 \frac{\text{d}z}{\text{d}s} \text{d}s \) used a cylindrical container wall with radius 10 \( R \) for the far field boundaries. Several boundary conditions and constraints can be constructed from this container.

On \( S_{\text{inlet}} \), which is the surface through which air flow comes (located at \( z = 0 \) in the present modelling), and at the cylinder wall, \( r = 10 \ R \), the condition for uniform flow velocity is \( v = e_z \). At \( S_{\text{outlet}} \) (located here as \( z = 15 \)) the flow condition for hydrodynamic stress is \( e_z \cdot T_g \cdot e_z = \frac{\partial v}{\partial z} \) and \( e_z \cdot T_g \cdot e_z = 0 \) (This surface was placed at \( z = 15 \) instead of \( z = 10 \) to accommodate for the wake caused by the drop).

The independent variables of this system are \( \text{Re}, \text{Ca}, \text{liquid density} \ \rho \) and liquid viscosity \( \mu \), and these need to be specified. The Stokes number, \( \text{St} \), can then be specified, and the other relevant quantities can be determined from these variables.
Methods\textsuperscript{2,5,6}

The solution is obtained by discretizing the partial differential equation system with the Galerkin method of weighted residuals using finite-element basis functions. Then, the set of nonlinear algebraic equations is solved by Newton’s method of iterations.

The weighted residual method takes a differential equation and rewrites it in terms of a set of basis functions. For instance, take a differential operator $L$ operating on some function $y(x)$ in forced differential equation such as

$$L y(x) + f(x) = 0.$$ 

With a set of basis functions $\{v_i\}$, we can take a test function $u = \sum c_i \, v_i$ and substitute for $y(x)$. The residual is defined as $r(x) = L \, u(x) + f(x)$. The main task of a weighted residual method is to find a weight function $w(x)$ such that

$$\int_a^b \, w(x) \, (L \, u(x) + f(x)) \, dx = 0.$$ 

Galerkin’s method is a special case of this, where the weight functions are the basis functions used to approximate $u$. We have

$$\int_a^b \, v_i(x) \, (L \, u(x) + f(x)) \, dx = 0$$

and the main task is to find the coefficients, $c_i$, that make this equation true. This results in $N$ nonlinear algebraic equations. Newton’s method of iterations can then be used to linearize these nonlinear equations and solve for the numerical roots to the equations, or in essence, to solve the equation $L \, y(x) + f(x) = 0$.

Newton’s method is summarized by the equation $x_{n+1} = x_n - \frac{f(x_n)}{f'(x_n)}$. This equation comes from expanding the equation $f(x) = 0$ in a Taylor series expansion around a suspected root $x_0$ and solving for the root of that function. This results in

$$f(x_0) + f'(x_0) \, (x - x_0) = 0.$$ 

Solving for $x$ gets us

$$x_1 = x = x_0 - \frac{f(x_0)}{f'(x_0)}.$$ 

Then we take the value for $x$ and take a Taylor series expansion around that value and again solve for $x$, yielding

$$x_2 = x = x_1 - \frac{f(x_1)}{f'(x_1)}.$$ 

Doing this $n$ times yields the equation above. Here, our $f(x)$ is the weighted nonlinear function obtained by Galerkin’s method, which was evaluated from an integral over the boundary specified by the cylindrical boundary walls. This method can easily be extended to three dimensions.

Results

Feng and Beard\textsuperscript{2} used a value $\frac{\rho}{\rho_s} = 800$, and initially, $\frac{\rho}{\mu_s} = 75$. Dimensionalizing the equation like this allows the computation to be unitless and thus more robust. They ran the numerical model for drops of various diameters and found regimes of similarity as follows: $800 \, \mu m$, $1 \, mm$ - $1.5 \, mm$, $\geq 2 \, mm$. 
For drops of \( d = 800 \mu m \), experiment has shown the drops to have steady internal flow patterns, and thus a spherical shape with no oscillation. This is therefore the control for the model to determine if it is accurate.

Because of the way the computational problem is set up, we cannot explicitly define in the process the drop diameter, but rather have to specify it through the Reynolds number and the Ca.

A drop of diameter 800 \( \mu m \) should have a terminal velocity \( U = 3.225 \text{ m/s} \) with \( \text{Re} = 179.164 \). Using that as a starting point for the first iteration of the methods yielded a radius of 803.2 \( \mu m \). Slight adjustment of the \( U \), the Reynolds number became \( \text{Re} = 177.133 \) and \( U = 3.1884 \text{ m/s} \). This yields a \( d = 800.1 \mu m \). The shape computed is shown in Appendix A Figure 1. As a quantitative measure of the oblateness of the drop, we can determine the axis ratio

\[
\alpha = \frac{z_{\max} - z_{\min}}{2r_{\max}}
\]

The computed \( \alpha \) for this system was 0.9940, or essentially spherical, as expected.

- **1 mm < \( d < 1.5 \text{ mm} \)**

Drops of this size have been observed to oscillate with periodic vortex shedding in the wake of the drop. These interrupt steady internal flow, and therefore interrupt the flow that causes the shape to be spherical. This change can be modelled in changing the value of \( \frac{\mu}{\mu_s} \) from 75 to 200. \( \frac{\mu}{\mu_s} \) remains the same.

By following the same course of altering \( U \), we obtain \( \text{Re}=273.229 \) and \( U=3.9344 \text{ m/s} \) for \( d=1.0000 \text{ mm} \). This yields an \( \alpha \) of 0.9821. As a test, \( \frac{\mu}{\mu_s} \) is varied back to 100, which led to results that were less consistent with previous work, and therefore our value of 200 is a better choice without more accurate knowledge.

For a drop of \( d=1.5 \text{ mm} \) and \( \text{Re}=614.906 \), \( U=5.9031 \text{ m/s} \), we obtain \( \alpha = 0.9576 \). Note that the axis ration is falling increasingly away from 1 as drop size increases.

- **\( d \geq 2 \text{ mm} \)**

It should be noted that for drop diameters above 5 mm, the model was found to be increasingly in conflict with previous models, and so the model probably breaks down in that regime. Nevertheless, the results of various drop diameters above 5 mm is shown in Table 1.

**Table 1: Values of drop diameter, terminal velocity \( U \), Reynolds Number \( \text{Re} \), and axis ratio \( \alpha \)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( d ) (mm)</th>
<th>( U ) (m/s)</th>
<th>( \text{Re} )</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.4006</td>
<td>504.478</td>
<td>0.9283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.8846</td>
<td>569.18</td>
<td>0.8528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.6012</td>
<td>522.112</td>
<td>0.7668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.839</td>
<td>436.632</td>
<td>0.6837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.8672</td>
<td>362.304</td>
<td>0.6029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.8655</td>
<td>312.418</td>
<td>0.5262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.9412</td>
<td>291.472</td>
<td>0.4513</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An interesting side note to the work presented was that from it, a formula for axis ratio as a function of diameter was delivered:
\[
\alpha = \begin{cases} 
1 - 0.0159 d^2 & d < 2 \text{ mm} \\
1.0942 - 0.0864 d + 0.0019 d^2 & d \geq 2 \text{ mm}
\end{cases}
\]

Again noting, however, that the model disagrees with most previous work for \(d > 5\) mm.

- **References**

3. Experimental:

- **Appendix A: Figures**

Both figures taken from \(^2\).

![Fig. 1. Streamlines around a raindrop (z=-2 to z=3) for Re=177.133 corresponding to d=0.8001 mm and U=3.1881 m/s. The drop is "falling" from the right to the left. The shape is nearly spherical.](image-url)
Figure 2: Streamlines around deformable drops (z=2 to z=4) for d=2, 4, 6, and 8 mm with U=0.4006, 0.6012, 0.8072, and 0.9412 m/s and Re=500,478, 522,122, 562,384, and 201,472, respectively with the drop size order.